
Transitional solutions while waiting for the new Net+ ACDQ

Dear subscribers,

As you know, over the past few months we have been analyzing a major reform of our
Net+ ACDQ service. In his speech at the ACDQ’s annual general meeting on October 16, Dr.
Carl Tremblay recalled the process of “updating” our service. This vision of the future is
based on a less intrusive technological solution, offering more flexibility and freedom in
digital security for dental offices. Taking into account the technological and operational
considerations related to the implementation of this solution, it will likely be available in
the second half of 2022.

Your choice: 4 solutions available now

With full awareness of the situation, we have developed transition solutions that can put an
end to certain irritants and already project you towards a more satisfactory experience.
Here are the main features of each of the options that are now available:

Option 1 Status quo.
The Net+ ACDQ service is maintained as is (remote transmission to insurers)
and cybersecurity (digital data and Internet) is provided by the VPN of the
Net+ ACDQ router.

Option 2 The Net+ ACDQ router remains the primary router for the clinic.

Withdrawal of Internet traffic from the Net+ ACDQ VPN. The clinic has the
freedom to choose the desired Internet speed up to a maximum of 200 Mb/s.
The Net+ ACDQ VPN that ensured the security of digital data to the Internet no
longer provides any protection.
Protection of the connection between the clinic and the Internet is secured
through a security license offered at a flat fee of $230.00 negotiated by SSD.
Transmission to insurers continues to be handled by the Net+ ACDQ router and
its VPN.

Option 3 The Net+ ACDQ router remains the primary router for the clinic.
Withdrawal of Internet traffic from the Net+ ACDQ VPN. The clinic has the
freedom to choose the desired Internet speed up to a maximum of 200 Mb/s.
The Net+ ACDQ VPN that ensured the security of digital data to the Internet
no longer provides any protection.
The protection of the connection between the clinic and the Internet is at the
clinic's choice and expense.
Transmission to insurers continues to be handled by the Net+ ACDQ router
and its VPN.

Option 4 The Net+ ACDQ router is no longer the clinic's main router; only the
transmission to the insurers is maintained.
A technician chosen by the dentist separates the transmission functions to the
insurers and the Internet traffic from the clinic's new main router. The clinic has
the freedom to choose the desired Internet speed.
The protection of the connection between the clinic and the Internet is at the
dentist's choice and expense.
Transmission to insurers continues to be handled by the Net+ ACDQ router
and its VPN.

 

Depending on the option you choose and your technology needs, there will be costs
associated with Internet security. For your benefit, we have negotiated Internet security
packages with providers.

To help you better understand the operational and financial impact of these different
options and to make the right choice, our customer support team is committed to
answering all your questions and guiding you to the solution that best suits your needs.

Contact one of our advisors immediately at 514 284-1985, option 2 or toll-free at 1 800
361-5305, option 2.
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